Proceed to Mittelstraße and continue to its end. Turn left into Flingerstraße and immediately sharp right into Schneider-Wibble-Gasse. Try to find “Schneider Wibble”, the little tailor.

9. What are you supposed to do there?

Y Cartwheel in front of tailor Wibble and you will turn into a pirate
S Walk up and down in front of tailor Wibble and a bamboo tree will grow in front of you.
T Stroke tailor Wibble and this will bring you luck

Go a bit further to the right and then look back into the lane.

10. What do you see above, on the wall of the house?

Z Clock
F Plant
Q Painting

At Bolkerstraße turn left and continue directly to Marktplatz from where you started and where the rally ends.
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2. What is the Fool holding in his right hand?
A Anchor  
E Teddy bear  
O Guitar
Continue on Zollstraße until you reach the Rhine embankment promenade, and then turn left across the bridge. At the other side of the bridge start counting the lanterns. When you have reached lantern no. 15, look at the row of houses opposite.

3. What is the name of the house on the other side of the street?
F Haus Düssel  
G Haus Düsseldorf  
R Haus Niederrhein
Continue on the Rhine embankment promenade until you reach the steps on the right-hand side, leading down to Untere Rheinwerft. Stop on top of the steps and look at the Rhine tower.

4. How high do you guess the Rhine Tower is, including its antenna?
N approx. 5 metres  
K approx. 240 metres  
J approx. 79 metres
Descend the steps and turn left. Walk up the path leading back to the Rhine embankment promenade. You are now in front of a glass building bearing the letters “KIT”.

5. What could KIT possibly stand for?
D Kiosk in town  
H Kindergarten in the tower  
T Kunst im Tunnel
Continue across the square called Johannes-Rau-Platz. Having crossed it, turn left on Berger Allee. Walk along the pond until, after approx. 300 m, you see the Stadt-museum (museum of town history) on the right-hand side. To the right of the museum entrance is a bronze piece of art.

6. What does the sculpture in front of the museum represent?
P The big leaf of hope  
F The little lucky flower  
I The long miserable twig
At the end of Berger Allee, turn right into Bäckerstraße. At the end of this street you will see a green wooden door. Look up!

7. What is hanging from the wall of the house?
R Dragonfly  
L Eagle  
O Superman
Follow Orangeriestraße all the way, past the column, across Maxplatz and to Benrather Straße. To your left you will see a covered market square. This farmers’ market on Carlsplatz has existed for more than 580 years.

8. Which articles can you buy here?
H Computers, TV sets, radios, telephones  
A Flowers, fish, apples, bread  
Ü Cars, busses, trucks, bicycles

On Marktplatz you will see the equestrian statue of Jan Wellem, created by the court sculptor G. Grupello and weighing 8,000 kilos. The Prince Elector on his horse is surrounded by a grey fence with golden crowns and arrowheads.

1. How many crowns can you count?
A 20 crowns  
M 18 crowns  
K 6 crowns
Looking at the magnificent town hall, you will see to the left of the entrance the little ‘foundry boy’. He was the assistant of the court sculptor Grupello. Enter Zollstraße and carry onto the House of Carnival. Above the writing you will see a jester. Look at it closely.

Start and end of the rally is Marktplatz, the square in front of the town hall.

The pedestrian rally takes about 2 hours and is suitable for children aged 8 to 12.

On the following pages are 10 questions referring to Düsseldorf’s Old Town. If you are able to answer all questions correctly you can take part in our competition. We wish you a lot of fun, good weather and luck with your tour of discovery through the Old Town.
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